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iron beads were left on one or both ankles whilst

others emphasized that each and every ornament
was removed. A niche was carved in the lower

end of the hole and the corpse was seated in an
upright position in this niche in order to prevent
earth falling upon it. The corpse always faced
eastwards. Why this direction was chosen could
not be explained by informants. Irle’s much older
account of Herero burial customs says that the
dead faced towards the east because the Herero

originated from the mythical land Mbandwa which
is assumed to be situated towards the east (Irle
1906:129). Descriptions from older ethnographic
literature of the Herero or neighbouring ethnic
groups show that this mode of burying the dead
was widespread. Büttner (1884: 387 f.) describes
the making of a grave amongst the Herero of
Otjimbingwe around 1860/70: “... die Leiche wird
in die noch nasse Haut (eines Ochsen) eingenäht
oder eingebunden, meist zu einem Knäuel zusam
mengebogen, den Kopf an den Knieen ... Das
Grab wird, oft in der Nähe eines großen Baumes,
in der Weise gegraben, daß zunächst eine manns
tiefe Grube, wie wir es zu thun pflegen, ausgegra
ben wird, dann wird auf dem Boden der Grube
an der einen Längsseite eine Nische ausgehöhlt,
wie wenn man einen Stollen anfangen wollte. In
diese Nische wird hierauf die Leiche hineingelegt
und dann wird dieselbe durch eine Wand von
Stangen und Buschwerk zugeschlossen. Nun erst
wird die eigentliche Grube zugeschüttet und die
Erde festgestampft, so daß also keine Erde auf
die Leiche selber geworfen wird; vielmehr bleibt
diese unberührt und unversehrt in dieser Kammer
liegen.” Medeiros (1981: 57 f.) reports a similar
custom amongst the Vakwandu of southwestern
Angola who also carve a niche at the bottom of the

grave, bury their dead in a crouched position and
Wrap the corpse in a cattle skin. However, amongst
them the positioning of graves within a graveyard
according to kinship relations is much more for
malized than amongst the Himba or the Herero:
“Each individual has a predetermined place in the
cemetery, in terms of his/her male predecessor,
w ho is the central figure in the positioning of
graves in the cemetery. Married men are buried
facing their fathers; the firstborn occupies the spot
nearest to his ascendant, the other sons following
according to their respective age” (1981: 57 f.).

Whilst the interior of Himba graves was rather
uniform, many more differences appeared on the
ground. First of all there were slight but significant
differences in the number and type of stones put
on the grave. There were anything between one
and four stones (ozondongo) set on the grave. For
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an old rich man, two or three big quartz stones
(ombawe) were put on the grave together with
one or two darkish stones. For a young man only

one big and one small quartz stone were used.
For a poor man only one small or even no quartz

stone was put on the ground. There would only be
two or three black stones then marking the grave.
Women did not usually have quartz stones on their
graves. Exceptionally, if the deceased woman was
the senior wife of a rich man, one quartz stone
would be put on the grave. Around the graves
of rich men a fence of mopane trees was erected

(iotjimbandwcingoma), but the graves of poor men
and women were only covered with branches. The
number of oxen skulls at the grave gave the most
telling evidence of the deceased’s wealth. For the
grave of a rich man twenty to thirty oxen would
be slaughtered: Estermann refers to a case where
 about 70 oxen were slaughtered at a funeral (Ester
mann 1981:56). These oxen (ozongondjoza) were
not strangled, the way animals are usually killed.
First the sinews of their legs were cut at the knee
with a long knife, then their neck was broken or
slit open. This method of slaughtering animals is


